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Abstract
The ability to prevent an endogenous LH surge revolutionised the efficacy of assisted reproductive techniques (ART) such that GnRH agonists were rapidly adopted in the 1980s. Prior to this, premature luteinisation occurred in up to 25% of superovulated cycles leading to cycle cancellation and severely compromised outcomes. Analogues have been applied in a variety of drug protocols (long, short flare) but there has been little research to moderate the degree of pituitary suppression. There has also been ongoing and unresolved debate about the role of LH in supporting follicular development.

By 2001, the first GnRH antagonists were registered for use in ART. Their ability to cause immediate suppression of gonadotrophin (particularly LH) secretion means that they can be given after exogenous stimulation has begun and thereby dramatically shorten the total duration of a treatment cycle. After initial enthusiasm and then scepticism that pregnancy rates may not be as high as the established agonist regimens, these preparations are now being increasingly adopted with at least comparable outcomes in large trials. They are certainly favoured by patients for their reduced side-effect profile and particularly for the shortening of the total cycle length. This shift in practice is occurring alongside gathering momentum in favour of milder stimulation protocols and a new perception of what constitutes successful treatment. The focus is moving away from surrogate outcomes such as oocyte numbers and conception rates towards long-term outcomes for women and their offspring, namely the achievement of a live singleton birth per treatment started.
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Historical perspective
The journey to our current understanding of GnRH began in the early 20th century when it was discovered that lesions of the anterior pituitary gave rise to genital atrophy, thereby identifying the pituitary–gonadal axis. By 1928, Ascheim and Zondek (1) demonstrated the stimulation of gonadal function with urine derived from pregnant women. Within 3 years, Fevold provided the first convincing evidence of two gonadotrophins (2), leading to the subsequent purification of FSH and LH. Over the next 30 years, ovarian stimulation with exogenous preparations including i.v. pregnant mare’s serum (3) and human pituitary gland extracts (4) were attempted with limited success due to antibody formation and safety concerns. By the 1960s, technology was sufficiently advanced to extract FSH and LH from the urine of post-menopausal women although there was still significant contamination with impurities (proteins with allergic potential) causing batch to batch variability and poorly predictive responses (5). Nevertheless, these preparations became routinely used to stimulate ovarian function.

The GnRH decapeptide was isolated and its structure elucidated in 1971 (Fig. 1). Amino acid substitutions have revealed the significance of specific regions for stability, receptor binding and activation of the pituitary gonadotrophs (6). Modifications mainly at positions 6 and 10 gave rise to analogues with increased potency, extending the half life from minutes to hours and raising the binding capacity more than 100-fold.

The phenomenon of an initial flare in response to GnRH agonist (GnRH1a) followed by downregulation of the pituitary GnRH receptors by clustering and internalisation was clarified by 1978 (7). In 1980, pulsatile low-dose GnRH1a was used in a physiological manner to produce the first reported pregnancy in a woman with hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism (8). Through the early 1980s, GnRH1a was applied to prevent the LH surge during ovarian stimulation (9). By the end of the decade, the so-called long downregulation protocol with GnRH1a was established IVF practice, significantly reducing the rate of cycle cancellation, improving outcomes and enabling some flexibility to schedule oocyte retrieval (10). (Fig. 2a). There followed a vast expansion of IVF practice and provision.
It took a considerable period of time after the elucidation of GnRH to generate clinically useful antagonists (GnRH ant). The third generation compounds (Ganirelix (Organon, Cambridge, UK) and Cetrorelix (Merck-Serono, Feltham, UK)) reached the market in 2001. Their ability to induce immediate suppression and subsequent rapid recovery of pituitary function is particularly appropriate to their short term use in IVF.

Standard IVF treatment entails controlled ovarian stimulation of multiple follicle development that allows for inefficiencies further down the treatment line such as oocyte maturation in vitro, fertilisation in vitro, embryo culture, embryo selection and implantation. The subsequent transfer of multiple embryos and cryopreservation of good quality spare embryos maximises the efficiency of the stimulated cycle. Whilst the goal of treatment has always been a healthy live birth, the inefficiencies of the process have led to surrogate markers being used as measures of success, such as the number of follicles recruited, the number of oocytes retrieved/fertilised, the number of embryos created, the number of positive pregnancy tests/clinical pregnancies (foetal heart positive) identified.

The potential for IVF success is influenced by an infinite number of factors including clinical/biological aspects, pharmacological manipulations, technological aspects and laboratory practices, some of which are summarised in Table 1. This article focuses on pharmacological manipulations in relation to the influence of GnRH analogues.

**GnRH analogues and assisted reproductive techniques (ART)**

**Controlled ovarian stimulation without LH surge suppression**

Before GnRH1a was available, ovarian stimulation for IVF employed a standard regimen of the anti-oestrogen clomiphene citrate (CC) and human menopausal gonadotrophin (hMG). The latter is a urinary derivative comprising of equivalent FSH/LH components (75 IU). Early extractions were compromised by a high degree (more than 90%) of gonadotrophin-unrelated protein impurity. Multiple follicle recruitment was consistently achieved with high luteal phase progesterone levels obviating the need for progesterone supplementation. However, the risk of premature LH rise was ever present and led to the cancellation of 20–25% of cycles due to the positive feedback triggered by high serum oestrogen levels in the midfollicular phase. This led to oocyte maturation arrest or severely compromised IVF outcomes due to ‘lost’/ovulated oocytes (11).

Apart from the generally well-tolerated systemic anti-oestrogenic side effects of CC (hot flushes occurring in 10%, nausea, vomiting, mild skin reactions, breast tenderness, dizziness in less than 2%), it also has an undesirable anti-oestrogenic effect on the endometrium. This is implicated in the discrepancy between relatively low embryo implantation rates following successful ovarian stimulation (12). Pregnancy rates were in the region of 6% per cycle started, and 20% per embryo transfer (13). For comparison, modern day practices would expect to achieve pregnancy rates of 20% and 30% respectively.

**Impact of different gonadotrophin preparations**

**Purity**

The degree of impurities in early hMG preparations required them to be administered by deep i.m. injection but they still gave rise to frequent unpleasant skin
reactions and occasionally unpredictable ovarian response due to considerable batch to batch variability. By the 1980s, further improvements in extraction using monoclonal antibodies produced purified urinary FSH (uFSH) that generated much less hypersensitivity enabling s.c. administration. The relative LH content was negligible (5).

As the demand and provision of IVF soared, the pharmaceutical industry explored new avenues to meet the demand for gonadotrophins. Recombinant human FSH (rFSH) was the most complex protein ever produced from scratch. It requires a eukaryotic cell line with the intracellular mechanisms to achieve glycosylation. Consequently, there is now a limitless supply of consistently high purity, high biopotency product (follitropin α/Gonal F (Merck-Serono) and follitropin β/Puregon (Organon)) without contamination with human-derived proteins of undetermined origins. These preparations have no LH activity at all.

**LH component**

The role of LH in follicle development has been the subject of much research and debate. According to the two-cell two-gonadotrophin concept, both FSH and LH are required for normal follicular development and steroidogenesis (14). LH binds to membrane-bound receptors on the theca cells of the ovary. This triggers an increase in steroidogenesis primarily of thecal androgen production. The androstenedione generated is subsequently aromatised to oestrogen in the granulosa cells (GCs) of the developing follicle. GCs that have been exposed to FSH also express LH receptors in the late follicular phase. In hypogonadotrophic women, ovulation induction without LH produces lower oestradiol concentrations and indeed no term pregnancies have been recorded with FSH alone in such patients. However, in normogonadotrophic women, several studies have shown that very low amounts of LH are sufficient for normal follicle and oocyte development (15). In addition, elevated follicular phase LH has been associated with reduced fertility and increased risk of ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome (16). This concept therefore has implications for the type of gonadotrophin preparation employed, and also the type and degree of pituitary suppression of endogenous LH production. Several studies have shown that in most women, endogenous levels of LH are sufficient for normal folliculogenesis despite pituitary downregulation and stimulation with pure FSH (17, 18).

There has been extensive research and meta-analysis into the potential differences between the three types of gonadotrophin preparations, much of it sponsored by the industry. Comparisons are hampered by variations in protocols (such as whether or not GnRH1a down-regulation has been used) and outcome measures
(e.g. oocyte numbers retrieved, clinical pregnancy rates, live birth rates). In the absence of GnRH1a downregulation, rFSH was more effective than hMG in terms of clinical pregnancy rates, but with downregulation, no differences in pregnancy rates were found (19). When rFSH was compared with hMG (after long protocol downregulation) in the recent meta-analysis of seven studies, hMG was associated with a significant 4% increase in live birth rate (95% CI: 1–7%) (20). The pooled number of participants exceeded 2000 and the findings withstood robust heterogeneity testing. A note of caution is sounded that although the findings were statistically significant, the confidence interval broached 1. Clinical significance is a matter of judgement for couples undergoing treatment and their clinicians.

Several studies have looked at LH supplementation in the late follicular phase in certain groups of patients. This could be beneficial by accelerating leading follicle development thereby decreasing the overall duration of treatment, particularly in those patients with a tendency to over-respond (hyperstimulate) with standard FSH stimulation (21). The concept of a ‘window’ for LH has arisen from findings that not only can LH stimulate GC proliferation and steroidogenesis but that in high doses it can cause follicle atresia or luteinisation. Much more research is needed to tease out the effect of LH supplementation in that group of normogonadotrophic women who might benefit from it.

**Dosage**

Starting doses of gonadotrophin for a first cycle of controlled stimulation vary between 100 and 300 IU/day, depending on the patient’s age and crude assessment of ovarian reserve (baseline follicular phase FSH, +/− anti-mullerian hormone, +/− antral follicle count). Dose increases mid-cycle do not make a significant difference as the recruitment window of growing, receptive follicles has passed (22). The closest correlator determining the number of follicles recruited is the patient’s age, which is related to the number of follicles in the current recruitable growth wave. This declines progressively and more rapidly after the age of 37 years (23). Reducing the dose of gonadotrophins, or withholding further stimulation (so-called coasting) in patients who have overstimulated, is commonly practiced but without conclusive evidence of efficacy (24).

**GnRH1 agonist and GnRH antagonist stimulation protocols**

**Agonists**

Although the advent of GnRH1a has had a significant impact on IVF outcome for two decades, there have been few dose finding studies or randomised controlled trials comparing the different agonists available (monthly depot injection, once daily s.c. injection and three times daily nasal administration). In 2005, The Cochrane Collaboration reported no significant differences in outcomes after depot versus daily GnRH1a administration (25). What has received more attention has been the optimal protocol in which to apply them. In the long protocol (Fig. 2a), GnRH1a is started in the luteal phase of the run-in cycle and continued until the ovulatory hCG trigger. Its agonistic mechanism means that there is an initial flare of gonadotrophin release before the receptors are downregulated. Stimulation usually commences about 2 weeks later, when the endometrium from the run-in cycle has been shed as well. There is flexibility in the scheduling at this stage as a few more days of downregulation do not affect the subsequent stimulation or cycle outcome to any significant degree (26). Some women will experience hypoestrogenic side effects of varying severity during this time. It is not clear whether the ovarian response to exogenous FSH is affected by GnRH1a although it is suspected to do so in some circumstances of reduced ovarian reserve.

The short or flare protocol (Fig. 2b) employs the agonist-induced flare up of endogenous FSH to stimulate the ovary in addition to exogenous FSH administration. The agonist is started on day 2 of the cycle with gonadotrophins on day 3. Follicular growth takes 10–12 days which is adequate to downregulate the pituitary and prevent a premature LH surge (27). There is little flexibility with this approach as the start of stimulation is dependent on the start of menses. Meta-analysis of short and long protocols has shown the long protocol to yield higher pregnancy rates from higher numbers of oocytes although more units of gonadotrophins are required (28). Commencement of GnRH1a in the mid-luteal phase of the preceding cycle is more successful than the follicular phase (when persistent follicular cysts tend to form) or any other time in the luteal half of the cycle (29, 30). One disadvantage is that an occult pregnancy may be present but no detrimental effects have been identified (31): menses fail to start and this should prompt testing for pregnancy.

**Antagonists**

The long protocol, supported by a wealth of evidence, has been widely adopted as the standard of care. However, it now faces a stern challenge from the newer antagonist protocols. Several studies have attempted to determine the minimum effective dose to achieve pituitary LH suppression and two strategies have emerged. A single depot may be used on cycle stimulation day 8 or 9 which lasts 4 days and is sufficient to prevent the LH surge in 80% of women (32) (Fig. 3a). Alternatively, multiple small doses may be used daily from cycle day 6 as a fixed order, or when the leading follicle has reached 14 mm diameter in a more flexible manner, until the hCG trigger (33, 34) (Fig. 3b). Initially, large prospective trials comparing the long agonist standard protocol with daily antagonist revealed
the latter to generate slightly fewer follicles, fewer oocytes and a decrement in pregnancy rate of 5% (OR 0.75; 95% CI 0.62–0.97) (35). Oocyte and embryo biology were equivalent with a good percentage of metaphase II oocytes, good fertilisation rates and good quality embryos. The better pregnancy rate in the agonist cycles was felt to be due to larger oocyte and embryo numbers affording greater selection for transfer. It has been suggested that the antagonist may have been started too early (day 6) in some patients with the consequence being reduced number and quality of embryos. If the start of the antagonist is delayed, the theory is that the window of FSH responsiveness is extended through the follicular phase, maximising potential recruitment.

In the initial dose-finding studies, there was an inverse relationship between antagonist dose and implantation rates suggesting a potentially embryo-toxic effect (36). These concerns have not been borne out in frozen-thawed embryo cycles with the embryos resulting from antagonist cycles (37), and neither were there any differences in the pregnancy rates compared with frozen-thawed embryos from agonist cycles (38). More recent data have been systematically reviewed to determine whether the probability of live birth is dependent on the type of analogue used and/or the type of protocol followed. A total of 22 randomised controlled trials involving 3176 subjects using both agonists and antagonists in various protocols were examined to find that no significant differences in live births between the two types of analogues could be identified and furthermore that this remained the case in the subgroup analyses for type of agonist/antagonist and for each protocol (39).

What is clear about the antagonist protocols is that they find greater favour with the patients. The treatment cycle length is more compact and physiological (essentially confined to a single month). The duration and dose of FSH is reduced. The antagonists are free of side effects and the risk of hospital admission due to hyperstimulation is reduced (40). It seems likely that antagonists will be increasingly adopted and demanded in a consumer-driven market. Service providers need to prepare to offer a seven-day service, which for some will be a somewhat retrograde step to the days before the agonists enabled some flexibility to workload scheduling.

One way around this problem, which was used before agonists superseded, is to use the combined oral contraceptive pill (COC) to manipulate the length of the follicular phase. Some studies have found that prolonged pre-treatment is associated with excessive suppression, prolonged stimulation and increased cycle cancellation (41, 42). Others have not found any detrimental effects (43). Some encouraging work has been done on the pre-treatment of antagonist cycles (44) but much more is required.

GnRH analogues and the second half of the cycle

Ovulation

In natural cycles the LH surge begins the process of ovulation. Meiosis resumes leading to oocyte maturation in the preovulatory follicle. The follicle ruptures releasing the expanded cumulus-oocyte complex, leaving the residual follicle wall to convert into the corpus luteum (CL). Subsequently, pulsatile LH release promotes the continued development and normal lifespan of the CL. The exponential rise of hCG secreted by an implanting blastocyst and its trophoblast extends the CL lifespan until the placenta takes over the endocrine function. The purpose of GnRH analogues in IVF is to prevent the first part of this process but the subsequent functions of LH are still very much required. Agonists have a delayed onset of action and a delayed recovery and therefore the potential deficiency in luteal function must be rectified (see below). Conveniently, hCG, which is widely available and cheap has been used as an effective LH surrogate for many years. This is possible due to the shared α-subunit.

Recombinant LH is also now available but has not achieved wide application as an ovulation trigger. It has been marketed more for use in endogenous LH deficiency such as hypogonadotrophic hypogonadism. Recombinant hCG is also available with its main advantage being the absence of potential prion contamination.

Agonists have also been applied successfully in antagonist cycles to bring about an endogenous LH surge capable of ovulation, demonstrating that the pituitary remains responsive under daily low dose antagonist influence (45). This strategy may prove to be beneficial for patients vulnerable to the protracted

Figure 3 GnRH antagonist protocols. a) GnRH antagonist cycle with 3 mg bolus on days 8–9. b) GnRH antagonist cycle with 0.25 mg daily from day 6 or when the lead follicle attains 14 mm diameter.
stimulatory effects of standard hCG on the over-stimulated ovary such as those with PCOS, who are at higher risk of ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome (OHSS) (46).

Luteal phase

CL function Luteal phase disruption has been recognised from the early days of IVF treatment. Progesterone levels are rapidly and markedly elevated in the early luteal phase of stimulated cycles but fall rapidly leading to significant shortening of this part of the cycle (47). The half life of the hCG used to trigger ovulation is long (much longer than the physiological LH surge), but not sufficient to sustain the CL for the duration required (48). Supplementary hCG has been used on days 3 and 5 after embryo transfer to ‘rescue’ CL progesterone production (49) and improved pregnancy rates result (50). One of the untoward side effects of hCG-triggered GC luteinisation is the enhanced production of vasoactive endothelial growth factor (VEGF). VEGF is important in the development and maintenance of vasculature in the developing tissue beds of the CL and decidua. However, it has also been implicated in the pathophysiology of OHSS, when it is overexpressed and increasingly bioavailable (51). The consequences can be severe with intravascular volume loss and extravascular fluid accumulation leading to thromboembolic disease, ascites, renal and cardiorespiratory compromise. Up to 5% of hCG-supported cycles are affected by significant OHSS (50). The risk is greater the more follicles have been stimulated, and particularly so in patients with polycystic ovary syndrome. Consequently, there has been a move away from using hCG after ovulation and most protocols use exogenous progesterone supplementation of the luteal phase instead (52).

Attempts to enable pituitary recovery by early cessation of GnRH1a have repeatedly failed (53, 54). However, it was not unreasonable to expect better pituitary recovery after antagonist suppression of ovulation because of the much shorter half-life. Unfortunately it is now clear that luteolysis is also initiated prematurely and pregnancy rates are compromised without the use of luteal support (55, 56).

The incidence of OHSS appears to be lower in meta-analysis following antagonist suppression compared with agonist cycles (OR 0.47; 95% CI 0.18–1.25) (35).

Endometrial receptivity

The supraphysiological hormonal environment during IVF treatment is widely believed to be detrimental to the receptivity of the endometrium to implantation and supporting early pregnancy development. Elevated oestrogen concentrations generated during stimulation may increase the sensitivity of the endometrium to progesterone and promote secretory advancement. This has been demonstrated in endometrial biopsies taken before hCG injection, and therefore before exposure to progesterone (57). When the endometrium has been sampled on the day of oocyte retrieval, it has shown advancement in a high proportion of both agonist (58) and antagonist cycles (59). If advancement exceeds 3 days, pregnancy is unlikely (60).

Embryo quality

There is no evidence suggesting embryo quality is altered in relation to GnRH agonist or antagonist use but exogenous gonadotrophins have been shown to delay mammalian (mouse) embryo development between the 1–2 cell stage and blastocyst (61). There is some concerning evidence that exogenous gonadotrophin treatment increases the frequency of chromosomal abnormalities, demonstrated in preimplantation human embryos (62). Other work has failed to demonstrate a negative impact on embryo quality as a result of excessive ovarian stimulation (63), and another failed to identify any cleavage differences in embryos resulting from natural versus stimulated cycles (64).

Contemporary issues in ART: increasing safer success, reducing multiples and OHSS

Poor responders

Alterations to stimulation protocols are really the only strategy to try to improve outcomes for patients with a history of a poor response. Predicting a poor response is possible in the face of advanced age, elevated baseline FSH levels, low anti-mullerian hormone levels (a GC product of growing follicles) and/or low antral follicle counts on baseline ultrasound assessment of the ovaries. However, in the presence of normal parameters, and age under 40 years, a poor response to ovarian stimulation may be the first sign of ovarian aging, preceding any other abnormalities.

Increasing the dose of gonadotrophin stimulation is widely used within the range 100–450 IU daily, but there is little evidence to support higher doses (22, 65). Changing from a long agonist protocol to a flare has been demonstrated to reduce the incidence of cycle cancellation for poor response (66). The use of antagonists has been proposed to benefit this group of patients on the premise that they afford reduced suppression of endogenous gonadotrophins. Large trials are required to test this hypothesis, and particularly in relation to live birth outcomes. Improved oocyte numbers that do not translate into live births are unhelpful and give rise to false hope.
**Mild stimulation**

After almost three decades of profound ovarian stimulation in the belief that a large number of oocytes is needed to compensate for subsequent inefficiencies in IVF treatment, there is now a move towards milder stimulation, driven by many of the factors addressed thus far: complex, expensive, long treatment cycles requiring intensive monitoring; medications with unpleasant and potentially serious side effects; abnormal endocrinology that is detrimental to the creation and establishment of normal pregnancy, including potential chromosomal aberration in the embryo.

As laboratory technology has improved and the ability to successfully freeze and thaw good quality embryos has evolved, in parallel with worldwide concerns regarding the consequences of multiple pregnancies (of which 40% in the UK are now the products of ART), there is a strong move towards reducing the number of embryos transferred in each cycle to a single one (67).

Following on from one embryo transfer is the vogue towards milder stimulation aiming for fewer oocytes and fewer embryos but of potentially better quality with potentially better prognosis of successful pregnancy (56, 68). A normal low response to low stimulation has greater prospects of success than an abnormal low response to maximal stimulation.

These strategies may reasonably be expected to substantially reduce multiple pregnancies and their significant health and economic impact, and also reduce the incidence of OHSS, the other serious complication of IVF treatment.
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